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33 and 35-37 (existing Rydges Hotel) Fitzroy Street, St Kilda
– Cultural Heritage Statutory Obligations

Dear Victoria,
I am writing in response to your request for an investigation into the cultural heritage
statutory obligations regarding the land situated at 33 and 35-37 (existing Rydges Hotel)
Fitzroy Street, St Kilda [approximately 1,495m2] (Maps 1 & 2). This land is currently
proposed for the redevelopment of existing buildings into a combined 5-star hotel [the
activity]. The activity will involve the total demolition of the existing double-storey brick
building (currently a retail premises) at 33 Fitzroy Street, the partial demolition of the
existing Rydges Hotel at 35-37 Fitzroy Street, and the construction of a new singular
structure across both properties (Figures 1 & 2). The activity will occur within the existing
building footprints at 33 and 35-37 Fitzroy Street. No new sub-ground level floors will be
built, however two underground 15,000 litre rain water tanks are to be installed within 33
Fitzroy Street.
This summary focuses on the obligations under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006, the
Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2018 and Heritage Act 2017. It includes a review of the
Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register (VAHR), the Victorian Heritage Database (VicPlan),
and the relevant Heritage Overlay on the Planning Scheme for previously recorded sites
and relevant reports.
The advice in this letter examines legislative requirements in relation to cultural heritage. It
does not assess the likelihood of unknown Aboriginal or European cultural heritage being
present within the activity area.
The advice contained in this letter is based on our interpretation of the above Acts and
Regulations and is considered to be true and accurate. This letter is not legal advice.
This statement is authored by Jessica Earl, a qualified heritage advisor pursuant to Section
189 (1) of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006.

Figure 1

Preliminary Demolition Ground Floor Plan
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Figure 2

Preliminary Proposed Ground Floor Plan
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Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) Triggers
Pursuant to Regulation 7, Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 2018, a CHMP is required for an
activity if:
(a) All or part of the activity area for the activity is an area of cultural heritage
sensitivity; and
(b) All or part of the activity is a high impact activity.
If only one of these two conditions apply, then the preparation of a mandatory CHMP is
not required. Areas of cultural heritage sensitivity are specified in Division 3 and Division 4
of Part 2 of the Regulations. High impact activities are specified in Division 5 of the
Regulations.
A CHMP is also required:
1. If the Minister directs a CHMP to be prepared pursuant to Section 48 of the Act;
2. If an Environmental Effects Statement, Impact Management Plan or Comprehensive
Impact Statement is required pursuant to Section 49 and 49A of the Act; or
3. If the Secretary has certified a preliminary Aboriginal Heritage Test (PAHT) that has
determined that an activity requires a CHMP pursuant to Section 46(e) of the Act.
None of these three conditions are known to currently exist.
High Impact Activities
Division 5 of the Regulations lists high impact activities. A review shows that the activity is
a high impact activity pursuant to Regulation 46 (1)(a)(b)(xxi)(2)(3).
46 Building and works for specified uses
(1) The construction of a building or the construction or carrying out of works on
land is a high impact activity if the construction of the building or the
construction or carrying out of the works (a) would result in significant ground disturbance: and
(b) is for, or associated with, the use of the land for any one or more of the
following purposes –
(xxi)

a residential building;

(2) The terms used in subregulation (1)(b) have the same meanings as they have
in the VPP.
(3) Despite subregulation (1), the construction of a building or the construction or
carrying out of works on land is not a high impact activity if it is for, or
associated with, a purpose listed under subregulation (1)(b) for which the
land was being lawfully used immediately before 28 May 2007.
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It should be noted that part of the activity area, 35-37 Fitzroy Street, is not a high impact
activity under Regulation 46 (3). The land at 35-37 Fitzroy Street was being used lawfully
as a hotel prior to 28 May 2007. The land at 33 Fitzroy Street however, was being used as
a retail premises, and the activity is therefore a high impact activity under Regulation 46 (3)
at 33 Fitzroy Street.
Since the activity is a high impact activity, a mandatory CHMP is required only if all or part
of the activity area is an area of cultural heritage sensitivity and the area of cultural heritage
sensitivity has not been subject to significant ground disturbance.
Exempt Activities
Division 2 of the Regulations lists exempt activities. A review shows that part of the activity
is an exempt activity pursuant to Regulation 16.
16 Demolition
The demolition or removal of a building is an exempt activity.

Areas of Cultural Heritage Sensitivity
Divisions 3 and 4 of the Regulations list areas of cultural heritage sensitivity. These are
also shown on the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Register Information System (ACHRIS). A
review of both the Regulations and ACHRIS shows that part of the activity area is an area
of cultural heritage sensitivity.
The proposed hotel development activity area is partly located in an area of cultural
heritage sensitivity comprising a sand dune, (Map 1).
Regulation 40 Dunes states:
40 Dunes
(1) Subject to subregulation (2), a dune or a source bordering dune is an area of
cultural heritage sensitivity.
(2) If part of a dune or part of a source bordering dune has been subject to significant
ground disturbance, that part is not an area of cultural heritage sensitivity.
(3) In this regulation—

dune includes an inland, riverine, lacustrine or coastal dune;
source bordering dune means an area identified as "Qdi" in the Surface Geology of
Victoria 1:250 000 map book.

Since part of the activity area is an area of cultural heritage sensitivity and the activity is a
high impact activity, a mandatory CHMP is triggered by the Regulations.
However, if the area of cultural heritage sensitivity has been subject to significant ground
disturbance (SGD), then a mandatory CHMP is not required (see SGD section below).
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ACHRIS Search
A search of ACHRIS shows that there are no registered Aboriginal heritage places within
the activity area or within 50m of the activity area boundary. ACHRIS also shows that the
activity area has not previously been subject to archaeological assessment.
Significant Ground Disturbance (SGD)
If the activity is a high impact activity and part of the activity area is a legislated area of
cultural heritage sensitivity, then a mandatory CHMP is required by the Regulations.
However, if the entire area of cultural heritage sensitivity in the activity area (other than a
cave or an Aboriginal place) has been subject to SGD, then it is not an area of cultural
heritage sensitivity. This means that a mandatory CHMP is not required. This is because
the condition relation to the area of cultural heritage sensitivity in Regulation 7 has not
been met (see CHMP Triggers above).
SGD is defined in Regulation 5 as follows:
significant ground disturbance means disturbance of—
(a) the topsoil or surface rock layer of the ground; or
(b) a waterway—
By machinery in the course of grading, excavating, digging, dredging or deep ripping,
but does not include ploughing other than deep ripping;

Topsoil is not defined in the Regulations and has its ordinary meaning. It is not a
geological term, but a common name used in a gardening context. The definition and
reference for 'topsoil' used here is as follows (Murphy & Murphy 2000: 70-82):
A1 horizon is the surface soil and is generally referred to as topsoil. It has an
accumulation of organic matter, a darker colour and maximum biological activity
relative to other horizons. This is usually the most useful part of the soil for plant growth
and re-vegetation. It is typically from 5 to 30cm thick.

The Practice Note Significant Ground Disturbance published by Aboriginal Victoria states
that the burden of proving SGD is the responsibility of the applicant. It outlines four levels
of investigation:
•
•
•
•

Level 1: Common knowledge
Level 2: Publicly available records
Level 3: Further information from the applicant
Level 4: Expert advice or opinion

To determine whether or not SGD has occurred, the following investigations have been
conducted:
1. Land use history.
2. Geomorphological Investigation including:
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a. A review of geotechnical reports by Hardrock Geotechnical P/L (Appendices
1-3).
Land Use History
The land use history of the activity area was determined through publicly available
information and site photos provided by the client.
Google Earth was accessed (on 13th July 2020) for a current aerial image of the activity
area (Figure 3). The salient prominent structures and works in the activity area include:
•
•
•

An existing double-storey brick building at 33 Fitzroy Street, the footprint for which
covers the entire the lot;
The existing Rydges Hotel at 35-37 Fitzroy Street, the footprint for which covers
most of the lot; and
A concrete paved area and ramp to an underground carpark at the rear of 35-37
Fitzroy Street, which covers all remaining open space at the lot.

Figure 3

Google Earth Aerial of Activity Area

Additionally, site survey photos taken in 2019 were provided by the client and demonstrate
land use across the activity area. The front of the activity area is two concrete terraced
buildings (Photo 1), bounded by a concrete footpath (Photo 2) with no open space. To the
rear of the activity area, 35-37 Fitzroy Street is bounded by a concrete paved driveway
leading to an underground paved carpark which sits below the hotel (Photos 3 & 4).
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Photo 1

Photo 2

Street view of front of activity area facing south-east

Footpath bounding the activity area front on Fitzroy Street facing
south-west
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Photo 3

Photo 4

Footpath bounding rear of activity area on Jackson Street facing
south-west

Underground carpark at rear of 35-37 Fitzroy Street facing south-east

The concrete paved area along the eastern boundary at 35-37 Fitzroy Street comprises a
small courtyard with no open space, plants are grown in pots above the ground surface
(Photos 5, 6 & 7).
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Photo 5

Courtyard along eastern boundary of 35-37 Fitzroy Street

Photo 6

Courtyard along eastern boundary of 35-37 Fitzroy Street
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Photo 7

Courtyard along eastern boundary of 35-37 Fitzroy Street

The land use history has identified the following episodes of ground disturbance that have
impacted the entire activity area:
1. Construction of a double-storey building at 33 Fitzroy Street
2. Construction of the Rydges Hotel at 35-37 Fitzroy Street
3. Concrete paving of all remaining open space at 35-37 Fitzroy Street, comprising a
courtyard and an underground carpark
There is no open space within the activity area.
Geotechnical Report Review
Geotechnical investigations were conducted by Hardrock Geotechnical P/L in 2001 and
2002 (Appendices 1-3). These reports investigated the land at 35-37 Fitzroy Street and
were carried out prior to the construction of the current Rydges Hotel. At the time of the
first investigation (Appendix 1), an existing single-storey building occupied the northern
half of the lot. The first investigation was conducted January 2001 prior to the demolition
this single storey building. The second investigation (Appendix 2) was conducted August
2001 following the demolition of the single storey building. Through both studies
boreholes and test pits were taken at intervals across the entirety of 35-37 Fitzroy Street.
The first investigation by Hardrock Geotechnical P/L (Appendix 1) was undertaken to
assess the foundation requirements for the Rydges Hotel and underground carpark. A
total of six boreholes (3 by hand auger and 3 by a mechanical rig) and two test pits (by a
12 tonne excavator) were excavated. Typical soil profiles either comprised pavement
overlaying fill (~1m deep), or pavement overlaying sandy/silty clay (~1.1m) which
terminated at weathered siltstone (see Appendix 1 for borehole logs & locations). It was
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noted that the basement of the Rydges Hotel would require the excavation of soils to a
minimum of 2.7m and maximum of 3-4m deep at the lot.
The second investigation by Hardrock Geotechnical P/L (Appendix 2) comprised the
excavation of nine boreholes and three test pits. Typically soil profiles were between 0.1 to
3.1m of fill overlaying silty/sandy clay, and weathered silt/sandstone (see Appendix 2 for
borehole logs & locations).
A site visit carried out by engineers of Hardrock Geotechnical P/L in 2002 demonstrates
ground disturbing works where open excavation had occurred by machine to
approximately 2m deep in the south-east corner of the lot (Photo 8; Appendix 3).
During geotechnical testing, the neighbouring property to the north-east at 41 Fitzroy
Street was found to have a concrete footing 30-45cm thick, overlaying a concrete underpin
to an unknown depth. While no geotechnical data was available for 33 Fitzroy Street, the
construction of the existing double-storey building (which covers the entire lot) is likely to
have required a similar foundation as the neighbouring property at 41 Fitzroy Street
(Appendix 2, p.4). It can therefore be reasonably inferred that ground disturbance is
present across the entire lot at 33 Fitzroy Street.

Photo 8

Site Inspection by Hardrock Geotechnical P/L (Appendix 3)

Has Significant Ground Disturbance Occurred?
Several Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) hearings have addressed the
issue of SGD. For example, in relation to subdivision, the Azzure decision (VCAT 2009)
determined that if there was no ‘smoking gun’ evidence, SGD could reasonably be
determined through comparative and contextual information, including urban context;
timing of subdivision; the shape, size, topography and configuration of lots in the
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subdivision; the development of buildings on the site and the pattern of use over time; the
provision of underground drainage and services; the style and configuration of houses
and gardens; and the lack of remnant vegetation.
The above investigation has shown that SGD has occurred in the activity area for the
following reasons:
The land use history (as evidenced by aerial imagery and site survey photos) has
demonstrated that the entirety of the activity area has been subject to ground disturbance.
Across both 33 and 35-37 Fitzroy Street there are no areas of open space. The entirety of
the activity area is either within the footprint of existing buildings or has been paved with
concrete. Soils below the existing Rydges Hotel have been previously excavated during
the construction of the Rydges Hotel foundations and an underground carpark.
The geotechnical investigation has demonstrated that significant ground disturbance has
occurred across 35-37 Fitzroy Street. Geotechnical investigations conducted in 2001 and
2002 by Hardrock Geotechnical P/L identified between 0.1 and 3.1m of fill across the lot.
The subsequent construction of the Rydges Hotel and underground carpark was stated to
have required the excavation of between 2.7 and 4m of soil at the lot.
While geotechnical testing was not carried out at 33 Fitzroy Street, it can be reasonably
inferred that the construction of the existing double-storey dwelling would have required at
least the laying of a concrete footing similar to that of the neighbouring property at 41
Fitzroy Street. Based on this and the assumption that the auger holes are representative of
the entire activity area it is likely the entire activity area has undergone ground disturbance.
It is therefore reasonable to extrapolate from the evidence presented above that ground
disturbance has occurred across the entire activity area and this disturbance has been
caused by machinery and satisfies the definition of SGD in Regulation 5.
Statutory Obligations under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006
The above investigation demonstrates that the proposed activity at 33 and 35-37 (existing
Rydges Hotel) Fitzroy Street, St Kilda does not require the preparation of a mandatory
CHMP because although part of activity area is a legislated area of cultural heritage
sensitivity pursuant to Regulation No 40 (1)(2)(3) (dunes) and the activity is a high impact
activity pursuant to Regulation No. 46 (1)(a)(b)(xxi)(2)(3) (building and works for specific
purposes), the activity area has been subject to significant ground disturbance.
Additionally, part of the activity is an exempt activity pursuant to Regulation 16
(demolition).
If the Sponsor wishes to mitigate any risk of lengthy delays caused by the discovery of
Aboriginal cultural heritage during the conduct of the activity, then a voluntary CHMP can
be commissioned.
Statutory Obligations under the Native Title Act 1993
Native Title is the recognition in Australian law that Indigenous people have the right to
their land, water, traditional laws and customs. In order to acquire Native Title, a Native
Title determination decision must be administered by the Federal Court or High Court of
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Australia. Claims can only be made on un-alienated Crown Land or water. Native Title
cannot be ascribed to past or present alienated Crown Land such as residential freehold
or public land such as roads, schools or hospitals.
A search of the National Native Title Tribunal website demonstrates that under the Native
Title Act 1993 there is one active Native Title application relevant to the activity area. The
Boonwurrung People filed a claim on 29th May 2020 for land on the “Southern Coast of
Victoria, generally in the coastal district of Melbourne and including Wilson’s Promontory”
(National Native Title Tribunal, accessed 14th July 2020). However, the subject land is not
vacant or unallocated, and no future Native Title claims can include the activity area.
Therefore, no action is required regarding the Native Title Act 1993.
Historic Cultural Heritage
Statutory Obligations under the Heritage Act 2017
All historic sites are protected under the Heritage Act 2017 which requires appropriate
Consents or Permits to be obtained before any historic site is disturbed. In addition, all
historic sites must be reported to the Executive Director of the Heritage Council. Any
archaeological site older than 75 years is considered to have potential archaeological
value. Historic archaeological sites with above low scientific significance are listed on the
Heritage Inventory. Historic sites with State significance to the Government of Victoria are
listed on the Victorian Heritage Register.
Historic Heritage Databases Search
A search of Heritage Victoria’s Victorian Heritage Database (VHD), the VicPlan online map
and Port Phillip Planning Scheme Online Heritage Overlay shows (Map 2) shows that there
is one previously recorded historic site in close proximity to the activity area.
Sites on the Heritage Register:
•

4666- Ornamental Tramway Overhead Poles
Located approximately 17m northwest of the activity area on Fitzroy Street. These
poles are located at approximately 30m intervals along the centre of Fitzroy Street
between The Esplanade and St Kilda Road.

The proposed activity will not impact historic places. Care should be taken during
demolition and construction works to avoid inadvertently impacting the tramway poles with
machinery. Avoidance of these poles should be clearly marked on all working plans
associated with the activity.
Statutory Obligations under the Planning and Environment Act 1987
Local councils are responsible for issuing Permits for the use and development of local
heritage places under the Planning and Environment Act 1987. Heritage places are listed
on the Heritage Overlay on the Local Council Planning Scheme. The Heritage Overlay
includes places of local significance as well as places of State significance to the
Government of Victoria on the Victorian Heritage Register.
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Planning Scheme Search
A search of LGAs Planning Scheme (Heritage Overlay) (Planning Schemes Online, Map
3)) shows that there is one previously recorded historic site in the activity area.
Sites on the Heritage Overlay:
•

HO5- St Kilda Hill

The proposed activity will impact Heritage Overlay HO5, which applies to the entire activity
area. External paint controls apply to this Heritage Place. Pursuant to Schedule 2 to
Clause 43.01 Heritage Overlay, a permit from the City of Port Phillip is required prior to
works commencing.
Summary of Statutory Obligations
This investigation has reviewed the statutory obligations in relation to the relevant
Aboriginal and historic heritage Acts and Regulations. The obligations are summarised in
the table below.
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Table 1

Summary of Cultural Heritage Statutory Obligations

Aboriginal

Is the activity a high impact activity?

Yes, under Regulation 46
(1)(a)(b)(xxi)(2)(3) the activity is a
high impact activity.
For part of the activity area, 3537 Fitzroy Street, the activity is
not a high impact activity under
Regulation 46 (3).

Is part of the activity an exempt activity?

Yes, under Regulation 16 part of
the activity (demolition) is an
exempt activity.

Is part of the activity area a legislated area of No. Regulation
cultural heritage sensitivity?
Dunes.
SGD
demonstrated.

Is a mandatory CHMP required?

40 (1)(2)(3)
has
been

No

Are there any Heritage Inventory (HI) or Victorian Yes. VHR 4666 Ornamental
Heritage Register (VHR) places within or Tramway
Overhead
Poles.
immediately abutting the activity area?
Located approximately 17m
northwest of the activity area on
Fitzroy Street.

Historic

Are there any Port Phillip Heritage Overlays Yes. HO5- St Kilda Hill. Covers
within or immediately abutting the activity area?
the entirety of the activity area.
Are any Permits or Consents required from No.
Heritage Victoria required prior to the activity
commencing?
Are any Permits required from Port Phillip
required to manage a Heritage Overlay prior to Yes. External paint controls apply
to HO5 (Schedule 2 to Clause
the activity commencing?

43.01 Heritage Overlay). As such
a permit from the City of Port
Phillip is required.

AAT provides the following heritage advice in relation to the activity:
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage:
The proposed activity does not require a mandatory CHMP prior to the activity
commencing because, although the activity is a high impact activity pursuant to 46
(1)(a)(b)(xxi)(2)(3), the activity area is not a legislated area of cultural heritage sensitivity as
significant ground disturbance has been demonstrated across the entire area of cultural
heritage sensitivity.
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If the proponent of the activity wishes to mitigate the risk of the discovery of any Aboriginal
cultural heritage during the conduct of the activity, a voluntary CHMP can be
commissioned.
Historic Heritage:
Prior to the works commencing a permit is required from the City of Port Phillip to manage
Heritage Overlay HO5.
Yours sincerely,

Jessica Earl
Heritage Advisor & Archaeologist
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Map 1

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Sensitivity in relation to the Activity Area
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Map 2

Historic Cultural Heritage in Activity Area
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Appendix 1— Geotechnical Site Investigations, File Number 001590
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Geotechnical Site Investigation Report.

RE: Proposed five storey hotel development at:

No. 35 - 37 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda.

File Number:

001590

Date:

18/1/2001
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Introduction:
A site investigation was conducted at No. 35 - 37 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda on the 9th of January,
2001. The purpose of this investigation was to provide foundation recommendations for the five
storey hotel development with a basement car park. It is understood that the basement will be
excavated to between 3.0m to 4.0m depth. The proposed construction is incorporate precast walls
and suspended concrete floors.

Site Description:
The site is currently occupied by an existing single storey masonry building that is to be demolished
to make way for the proposed development. Three existing shops abut the front boundary of the
site. The site fronts onto Fitzroy Street and backs onto Jackson Street. The site has a moderate
natural slope towards the front of the site. Due to this slope the rears of the existing buildings are
within a moderate site cut of approximately 2.7m height. The rear of the site is bitumen paved and
has been used as a carpark. The site has adjacent boundary foundations at both the front of the north
eastern boundary of the site and the rear of the south western boundary. The building on the south
western boundary has a basement along the boundary of the site, and was measured to be
approximately 3.0m to 3.5m below ground surface. A lift shaft and probable overrun is located in
the midsection of the building. The site has moderate natural surface drainage.

Scope of the Investigation:
The site investigation included the drilling of three boreholes utilising hand augers and three
boreholes utilising a 4WD Toyota Land Cruiser mounted drill rig and 3.5  and 4.5  solid flight
augers. The investigation also included the excavation of two test pits with a 12 Tonne Caterpillar
(E12B) Excavator and the installation of a groundwater monitoring well at the front of the site.
Borehole 1 was conducted in a parking bay at the front of the site and advanced using 4.5  solid
flight augers to 5.8m depth. Standard Penetration Tests (SPT’s) were conducted at depths of 1.5m,
2.5m, 4.0m and 5.5m. The borehole was terminated at 9.0m depth within the natural siltstone rock.
On completion of drilling, a ground water monitoring well was installed to a depth of 8.75m.
Borehole and testpit logs and location plan are shown on pages 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27
of this report.

Subsurface Conditions:
Regional geology:
The site is identified on the ‘Geological Survey of Victoria’ Melbourne Sheet (1:63,360) as being
close to the contact between the province of Quaternary ‘Coastal swamp deposits’, Quaternary ‘Port
Melbourne Sand’, Tertiary ‘Brighton Group’ sediments and (partially) metamorphosed Silurian
‘Dargile Formation’ and associated residual soils.
The subsurface profile was consistent with Quaternary alluvial sand soils underlain by Tertiary
‘Brighton Group’ sediments at the front of the site, underlain by the Silurian ‘Dargile Formation’
and associated residual soils; and with Silurian ‘Dargile Formation’ and residual soils exposed close
to the surface at the rear of the site.
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Metamorphosed zones of the siltstone rock in this region can exhibit a variable degree of weathering
and subsequent lower strength parameters than the surrounding host rock. Metamorphosed zones
may be highly variable in both lateral and vertical extent.
Subsurface Profile:
See borehole and testpit logs pages 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 of this report.
Front of the Site : Boreholes 1 and 2
The subsurface profile generally comprised of:
 pavement overlying filling material consisting predominantly of crushed rock, sand and gravel
to a depth of 1.10m and 1.30m overlying;
 natural fine grained silty sand to a depth of 1.50m, overlying;
 moderately reactive stiff silty clay consistent with a Tertiary clay profile, with some interbedded
layers of clayey sand to a depth of 5.5m (borehole 1), overlying;
 completely weathered siltstone rock with minor clay seams to a minimum depth of 9m.
Wet seams were intersected in borehole 1 below approximately 8m depth, with minor water inflow
possibly occurring through highly fractured zones at depth.
Mid section of site, below retaining wall : Boreholes 3 and 4
Borehole 4 was terminated within the filling material at a depth of 0.50m due to very large outstand
of retaining wall foundation (cantilever design).
The subsurface profile for borehole 3 comprised of:
 concrete pavement (120mm thickness) overlying filling material consisting predominantly of
sand and gravel to a depth of 0.15m, overlying;
 moderately reactive stiff Sandy CLAY consistent with a Tertiary clay profile, to a depth of
1.10m, overlying;
 weathered siltstone rock.
Borehole 3 was terminated at refusal to hand auger at the top of the siltstone rock at 1.10m depth.
Rear of the Site : Boreholes 5 and 6, Test Pits 1 and 2
The subsurface profile generally comprised of:
 bitumen pavement overlying;
 filling material consisting predominantly of crushed rock, sand and gravel with minor building
rubble to a depth of 1.0m overlying;
 moderately reactive stiff silty clay consistent with a Silurian ‘Dargile’ formation profile, to a
depth of between 1.90m and 2.40m, overlying;
 completely weathered siltstone rock to a minimum depth of 4m.
Installation of Temporary Groundwater Monitoring Well:
A temporary groundwater monitoring well was installed at borehole 1 during the investigation on
the 9/1/2001. Depths refer to the top of casing, approximately 40mm beneath the road surface.
Materials:
Sand:
8/16 Premium Graded Sand
Bentonite: 0.25  Pellets

Screen: 4.75mm Class 18 PVC, hand slotted,
Casing: 4.00mm Class 18 PVC
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Well Dimensions:
Well:
Screen:
Casing:
Sand:
Bentonite plug:
Concrete Cap

8.75m depth
8.75m to 4.00m depth
4.00m depth to surface
13.1m to 3.5m depth
3.5m to 2.0m
0.4m to 0.15m

This well is suitable for environmental sampling if required. The well will be decommissioned
early March if not advised to the contrary.
Soil moisture and Groundwater:
The standing groundwater level was measured at 5.8m depth below ground surface at 7:30am on the
15/1/01.
This groundwater level corresponds to the contact between the residual silty clays and completely
weathered rock contact, and is expected to be representative of a partially confined aquifer within
the residual silty clay/weathered rock. It should be noted that two zones of groundwater seepage
were identified in borehole 1; at approximately 5.5m depth, and below approximately 8.0m depth.
The permeability of the formation is expected to be very variable both laterally and vertically.
No shallow perched groundwater was intersected at the time of the site investigation, however, a
shallow perched water table may form within the sand immediately above the clay interface during
the wetter months. This water table will not be permanent and will be variable in depth depending
on the intensity and duration of recharge.
No groundwater was intersected in the boreholes towards the rear of the site. Groundwater is not
expected to be encountered within the excavations towards the rear of the site.

Details of existing adjacent boundary foundations:
It is recommended that a thorough existing condition report of all adjacent buildings is conducted
prior to, and after, demolition. Some cracking within the panels of the rear section of the building
on the south west boundary was observed during the investigation, in the approximate location of
the lift shaft. Marked cracking of the external masonry brick work was also noted on the double
storey residence close the south east boundary. This residence is offset from the boundary by
800mm.
Rear South West Boundary Foundation (Prince of Wales Hotel):
The adjacent building on the southwest boundary of the site was noted to have a basement and lift
shaft adjacent to the boundary of the site. The existing adjacent footing was exposed at two
locations, test pits 1 and 2 (see figure 1), dimensions and founding material are shown below,
depths are relative to the existing surface levels at the time of the investigation.
Test pit 1
See Photograph 1and Photograph 2 below.
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Type:
Location:
Founding depth:
Depth of concrete:
Projection:
Founding Material:

Basement Retaining wall foundation (strip footing + tilt panel).
see Test Pit 1, figure 1.
3700mm.
3700mm. (below existing surface)
0.0mm.
Highly weathered siltstone rock.

Notes:

The adjacent foundation had a plastic membrane liner on the outside
of the foundation. This membrane extended to a depth of 3.0m below
existing ground surface.

Photograph 1 : Foundation Exposure, southern corner of site (Test pit 1)
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Photograph 2 : Base of adjacent footing (Test pit 1)
Test pit 2
Type:
Location:
Founding depth:
Depth of concrete:
Projection:
Founding Material:

Basement Retaining wall foundation (strip footing + tilt panel).
see Test Pit 2, figure 1.
3000mm.
3000mm.
0.0mm.
Highly weathered siltstone rock.

The plastic membrane shown in the photograph extended behind the tilt/precast panels.
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Middle of North East Boundary Foundation (Within existing site cut):
An attempt was made to expose the base of the retaining wall foundation. This footing was found
to have an outstand at the top of the footing of greater than 600mm. Due to this large outstand of
the foundation it was not possible to expose the base of the footing and subsequently determine the
foundation dimensions. It was noted that this retaining wall appeared to be of similar age to the
existing building on this site. Above this retaining wall is an existing brick wall of which appeared
to be of an older age to the retaining wall at the base of the wall.
No access was available to expose the foundation at the base the above retaining wall any closer to
the front of the site due to a stormwater drain pipe and several service pits adjacent to the base of
the wall, see Photograph 3.

Large service pit

Photograph 3 : Small Alleyway on north eastern boundary

Front of North East Boundary Foundation:
The adjacent boundary foundation on the front north east boundary was unable to be exposed during
the investigation. The adjacent building was obscured by a more recent masonry extension to the
rear of the existing building. Exposure of this foundation will be possible after the completion of
demolition works.
The stability of all adjacent foundations should be ensured during foundation and excavation works.
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Foundation Recommendations:
Due to the:
 proposed level of site cutting towards the rear of the site extending well into the non-reactive
natural siltstone rock,
 moderate reactivity of the natural clays intersected in the boreholes,
 problems associated with foundations spanning across soils of different reactivities,
 non flexible design of the proposed building with suspended concrete floors,
 different natural soil profiles intersected between the front and rear of the site,
 expected high design loads of the proposed structure,
 high capacity of the siltstone rock intersected in the boreholes,
all foundations for the proposed structure must be founded within the underlying siltstone rock as
per the recommendations below.
The weathered siltstone rock is non-reactive. However, it should be noted that the natural clay soils
at this site are moderately reactive, and may exhibit a design seasonal surface movement of between
20mm to 40mm. Consideration should be given to differential movements between any external
pavements, landscaping, and services and the proposed building.
Should the allowable capacities below not be sufficient for an economic foundation design, this
office should be contacted to discuss other options.

Rear Section of Site: (within site cut – shallow foundations)
Strip and pad footings:
Strip and pad footings should penetrate through any fill material and natural soils and be founded
100mm into the underlying Completely Weathered to Highly (CW - HW) Siltstone Rock.
Minimum founding depths for footings may be estimated from the borehole logs attached, and are
relative to surface levels at the time of the site investigation. Site cutting or filling will alter the
founding depths estimated.
An allowable bearing pressure of at least 600kPa may be adopted beneath footings founded within
the underlying weathered siltstone rock. Higher bearing capacities may be available depending
upon the degree of weathering and condition of the underlying siltstone rock.

Front Section of Site: (Deep foundations)
Piled Foundation System:
Due to:





the depth of filling on site,
the high risk of differential movements between foundations adopting different foundation
materials,
the relatively low strength of the natural clay soils with respect to the underlying siltstone rock,
and
the scale of the proposed development,
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it is recommended that the development is partially founded on an engineered designed pier and
beam foundation system, within the underlying siltstone rock. Where the depth to rock becomes
excessive, the foundations should be suspended.
Bored piers, screw piles (SIF), or other non-vibratory displacement piles are recommended for this
site.
Due to the high risk of unacceptable vibratory loads on adjacent buildings and infrastructure, driven
piles are not recommended at this site. This may be reviewed following verification by the piling
contractor.
Bored piers, CFA piles, screw piles (SIF) or other non-vibratory displacement piles should be
founded a minimum of 2000mm (or at refusal upon confirmation from this office) within the
underlying natural weathered rock. An allowable end bearing capacity of 1000kPa may then be
adopted. No skin friction should be adopted in this design.
Should SIF piles be unable to achieve this depth, load trials should be conducted on the piles to
verify their capacity.
The base of the pile cavity should be clean and free of all loose material, and concrete poured
without delay at the completion of boring. Bored piers must be inspected by this office to insure
adequate founding material and that the assumptions of the rock mass made in this report are
consistent with findings on site.
Piles at the front of the site will be installed below the groundwater table (as measured in the
groundwater monitoring well at borehole 1). Bored piers may require casing to prevent collapse of
the pier excavation and groundwater ingress.

Excavation Potential:
The excavation potential of the site will be dependent on the size of the excavator, weathering and
jointing of the siltstone rock. A large sized excavator could be expected to excavated through the
weathered rock with minimal rock breaking or ripping required.
The excavation contractor may be more familiar with the capacity of their machine and local areas
and their advice should be sought to the excavation potential of the site.
For the purpose of the investigation a small to medium sized excavator (12 tonne) was used to
excavate the test pits to expose the adjacent boundary foundations. This excavator had
considerable difficulty in excavating the weathered rock below approximately 3.0m to 3.5m depth.
Rock tines facilitated only limited improvement in excavation capacity, see Photograph 4 and
Photograph 5 below. This excavator reached refusal at 4.0m and 3.6m depths, testpits 1 and 2,
respectively.
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Photograph 4 : 12 Tonne Excavator used for foundation exposures

Photograph 5 : Rock tines were adopted with limited success

Retaining walls:
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It is understood that the proposed basement is to be constructed on or close to the property
boundaries. Offsetting of the basement excavations is therefore not considered viable at this site.
The stability of all adjacent buildings and infrastructure must be ensured during excavations and
construction works. Earth retaining methods include:
 the construction of a tied back pile wall or similar prior to large scale bulk excavations, or
 the staging of bulk excavation works, offset from the side boundary.
Tied back pile walls:
A tied back pile wall may be installed utilising bored concrete piers and temporary tieback anchors.
Tieback retaining walls should be designed incorporating full hydrostatic pressure, unless the wall
can incorporate permanent drainage.
Piles should be founded as outlined above. The degree of weathering at the rear of the site is less
than that intersected at the front of the site. Pile embedment depths may therefore be reduced to a
minimum of 1500mm at the rear of the site.
Options for the temporary tie back anchors may include screw piles, cable anchors or similar.
The (non yielding) walls/piles should be designed for a trapezoidal lateral earth pressure distribution
using P0 = 6H kN/m2 where H equals the height of the wall in meters. An adequate factor of safety
should be applied.
The lateral earth pressure distribution is summarized in Figure A below:

0.25H

0.50H

0.25H

6H kN/m2

Figure A
Note:
The above recommendation are for a ‘brace cut’ earth pressure distribution assuming multiple
pile anchors. Should a single top anchor be proposed the lateral pressure should be changed to
that of a tied back wall ‘free earth support method’, and this office then contacted for further
advice. The embedment depth will then become critical in the design.
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Any additional surcharges should be added to the lateral earth pressure, i.e. hydrostatic, the line load
from the adjacent building and surcharge loads. Note that BS 8002 (1994) recommends a minimum
10kPa surcharge loading to all walls. This earth pressure should be adopted for any underpin pads
should underpinning be conducted.
A K(s) of 0.5 should be adopted for superimposed surcharge loading.
The pile spacing should be determined by the capacity of the soil to arch in plane and the depth of
the resulting instability as per the Figure B below.

top of cut
unstable wedge
450

excavation face.

offset

piles

Figure B
Where adjacent to the neighbours foundation the pile spacing should be determined by the capacity
of the existing footing to span the resulting unstable wedge as per figure B, and the allowable
bearing pressure. An allowable bearing pressure for any adjacent foundations may be obtained from
this office when the founding material and founding depths are known. The exposed soils may
shrink due to drying, and where soils are exposed beneath the neighbour’s footing they must be
shotcreted immediately to control this soil moisture, if contiguous piling is not conducted.
Note: Although a design based on intermediate piles may be possible a contiguous pile wall may
aid in controlling soil moisture or groundwater ingress during construction.
Anchors:
Temporary anchor/piles should be installed to a depth such that the bonded length or pile helix are
beyond the active wedge of soil. Adopt an angle of 600 above horizontal from the base of the cut
for the active wedge. The bonded length or helix should be founded within the natural silty clay or
the weathered rock. Pile pull out tests must be conducted to insure that the piles have adequate
capacity as per the current piling code AS2159-1995. The piles/anchors may need to be tensioned to
limit deflections. This will be dependent on the construction and excavation sequence, and should
be reviewed by the Structural Engineer. Cable anchors must be installed by air rotary methods to
insure an adequate grout soil bond.
This office must review the final pile design and testing proposed. An undrained cohesion, Cu, of
approximately 100kPa and 150kPa may be adopted for the natural stiff silty clay; and the upper rock
mass, respectively.
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Due to the high fines content of the contact between the completely weathered rock and overlying
residual clay, it is recommended that caution is used in this zone, and design parameters be adopted
after in-situ testing conducted.
The allowable capacity for both clay and completely weathered rock zones must be determined by
load tests. Advice from the structural engineer should be obtained for the maximum deflection
acceptable.
The anchors are expected to be temporary until the retaining wall achieves a ‘fixed head’ by the
ground and lower level basement floors.
Staged Excavations:
The bulk excavation should be conducted adopting a batter slope along the boundaries not
exceeding an angle of greater than approximately:
 leave a one metre berm at the surface
 30 above horizontal for granular filling and natural sand topsoils;
 55 above horizontal for natural cohesive (clay) soils; and
 sub-vertical for completely to highly weathered siltstone rock.
The rock face should be inspected by a representative from this office during excavations to ensure
that the rock face is stable. Unfavourable weathering characteristics or the presence of
discontinuities may require that the rock face is battered at angles less than noted above.
Drives may then be cut subvertically. It should be noted that the filling and natural sand soils may
collapse to an angle of repose within the drives. The width of drives may be determined from the
determination of the ‘stable wedge’ formed between drives, as outlined above (Figure B).
Personnel working in proximity to drives should be aware of the presence of an unstable wedge, and
close monitoring of the drive should be conducted at all times. It is recommended that an observer
be employed where personnel are working within the drive.
Drainage must be placed on the excavated face, and the precast panel placed and propped. The
panel should then be backfilled with free draining granular filling.
The retaining walls are expected to be fixed head, and propped until the heads are fixed.
The (non yielding) walls should be designed for a trapezoidal lateral earth pressure distribution
using P0 = 6H kN/m2 where H equals the height of the wall in meters, as outlined in Figure A,
above. An adequate factor of safety should be applied.
Surcharge loads should adopt a K(s) equal to 0.5.
Note that BS 8002 (1994) recommends a minimum 10kPa surcharge loading to all walls.
Should adequate drainage of the walls not be guaranteed water pressure should also be included in
the lateral earth pressure. A reduction in the lateral earth pressure distribution due to buoyancy of
the soil mass may be conducted, and this office contacted for further advice.
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The panels and props must be designed for double the lateral earth pressure (short term case) during
the construction until the wall is continuous.

Pavements:
Sub-grade Preparation:
Within the bulk excavation at the rear of the site, any loose and/or fallen material should be stripped
to expose the natural rock. At the front of the site, the filling should be stripped to expose the
natural soils.
At the front of the site the exposed surface should be proof rolled with the aim of achieving a dry
density ratio of 100% as measured by standard compaction (AS1289 5.1.1). Any soft, wet or loose
material which does not respond to compaction should be additionally excavated to expose a firm
working base. Areas of over-excavation should be backfilled using class 3 20-40mm crushed rock,
and compacted to 98% maximum dry density as measured be standard compaction.
Depending on the moisture content of the subgrade at the time of construction, it maybe necessary
to add water or allow the subgrade to dry back to achieve satisfactory compaction.
Subgrade Drainage.
The subgrade should be provided with subsurface drainage to maintain any groundwater table to at
least 300mm beneath the underside of the pavement, or a lower CBR value should be used in the
design.
Earthworks:
The on-site excavated weathered rock can be stockpiled and used as structural fill. The stripped
existing filling, natural topsoils and clay soils should be removed to spoil.
Any imported filling used should comprise of clean, essentially of a granular nature, non-organic
and have a plasticity index of less than 12%. Suitable material may include crushed scoria,
nondescript crushed rock, mudstone or siltstone or equivalent. Fill material should have a nominal
particle size of 75mm or less and as a guide to selecting the appropriate material would be,
P.I x %pass 0.425 (As sieve)  600
Any filling should be placed in lifts not exceeding 250mm loose thickness. Each layer should be
compacted to a dry density ratio of 98% measured by standard compaction (AS1289 5.1.1) using an
appropriate medium weight vibratory roller. The recommended moisture content is within 2% of
optimum moisture content under standard compaction.
Flexible Pavements:
At the rear of the site, it is recommended that flexible pavements be designed on the natural
siltstone rock subgrade and designed using a nominal design CBR of 15%.
At the front of the site, adopt a CBR of 5% on the natural soils.
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Floor Slabs and Rigid Pavements:
Concrete floor slabs and rigid pavements may be constructed on adequately prepared siltstone rock
subgrade, and designed using a nominal Modulus of Subgrade reaction of 60 kPa/mm.
Concrete floor slabs and rigid pavements may be constructed on adequately prepared natural soils,
and designed using a nominal Modulus of Subgrade reaction of 38 kPa/mm.

Construction & Maintenance:
The stability of all adjacent structures, services, pavements and other associated infrastructure must
be ensured during the construction of the proposed development.
During the wetter months shallow perched water may be present within the soils immediately above
the clay interface. This water table is not permanent and will be variable in depth depending on the
intensity and duration of recharge. Should the upper filling and natural sand topsoils be wet during
excavation works, the upper soils will need full height continuous temporary support.
All contractors should be well briefed as to the requirements and specifications in this report. To
minimise the likelihood of misinterpretation, this report must not be reproduced unless in full and
contractors given ready access to the complete report.
The subgrade preparation, compaction testing, and inspection of foundation excavations should be
conducted to ensure that they are in accordance with this report. It is recommended that fill material
type is verified and that the compaction be tested during placement. Testing should be conducted in
accordance with AS3798-1990, ‘Guidelines of earthworks for commercial and residential
developments’.
To aid in maintaining a constant foundation zone soil moisture content:
 no water shall be allowed to pond or pool at the base of the foundation excavations,
 a minimum off-set of 1.5m from the foundations should be adopted for all service trenches;
where not possible the maximum available offset should be adopted,
 the storm water be connected as soon as possible during the construction,
 all service plumbing be well maintained and periodically checked for leaks.
This report is based on the assumptions that conditions revealed through selective sampling are
indicative of the actual conditions throughout the site, i.e. correlation between boreholes.
Variations between boreholes may exist due to previous land use or natural geologic processes.
Additional deepening of the foundations, deeper than the minimum specified founding depths in
this report, and alterations to other recommendations contained in this report may be required. The
actual subsurface profile can be discerned only during earthworks when the site conditions can be
directly observed.
For further information regarding geotechnical site investigation reports, refer to reference
“Guidelines for the Provision of Geotechnical Information in Construction Contracts”, published by
the Institution of Engineers, Australia, l987.
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Inspection of all foundation excavations, site works and compaction must be conducted by a
suitably qualified, experienced engineer, engineering geologist, building surveyor or similar to
ensure that the founding material and site works are in accordance with this report. Should there be
any doubt, this office should be immediately contacted.
Yours Faithfully,

James Harrison BE (Geotech) Grad I.E. Aust.
(Geotechnical Engineer)
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FILE No.
001590
Date Drilled:
9/1/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 1

Supervisor:
JH & DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Pavement

0.12

0.90

Fill

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L/MD

M

Ferruginous GRAVEL/silty SAND (SM)
grey/dark grey, fine grained

MD

M

Silty SAND (SM) light brown/light grey,
fine grained, some clay

L/MD

M

ST

M

VST/MD

M

MD

M

MD/D

M

MD/D

M

MD/D

M

Material Description

Bore Diameter
4.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

Asphalt pavement (120mm nominal
thickness)
Crushed rock/sand/gravel/minor silty
clay/interlayered sand

Hydrocarbon
Odors

1.30

1.50

SP

Sandy CLAY (CS) orange/light
brown/grey/red, medium plasticity,
medium grained, interbedded clayey
SAND (SC) .

SPT @ 1.5m
7, 6, 6
SPT @ 2.5m
5, 9, 15
SPT @ 4.0m
20, 26, 4
/10mm
SPT @ 5.5m
16/ 110mm
HB



Weathered rock.

5.50
completely weathered siltstone
rock/cuttings: sandy CLAY (SC)
orange/light grey, very fine grained,
medium plasticity, minor silty clay zones
interbedded/siltstone/sandstone/
mudstone.

* very moist
immediately
above
weathered
rock contact,
with wet
seams below
approximately
8.0m depth



MD/D

M

9.00
Borehole terminated at 9.0m depth
Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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Date Drilled:
9/1/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 2

Supervisor:
JH & DE

Drill Method:
Hand Auger

Drill (make/model)
Hand Augers
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Pavement

0.08

Fill

Mounting

Material Description

Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L/MD

M

MD

M

L

M

L/MD

M

ST

M

VST

M

Bore Diameter
4.0  & 2.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

Concrete pavement (80mm nominal
thickness)
Silty SAND/minor building rubble, glass
and brick fragment/gravel/ grading to
predominantly ferruginous GRAVEL

Hydrocarbon
Odors

1.10
Silty SAND (SM) grey, fine grained,
some clay
1.50

SP
Silty CLAY (CL) orange/light
brown/grey/red, medium plasticity, some
sand

1.75
Borehole terminated at 1.75m depth

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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Date Drilled:
9/1/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 3

Supervisor:
JH & DE

Drill Method:
Hand Auger

Drill (make/model)
Hand Augers
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Pavement

0.12

Fill

Mounting

Material Description

Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L/MD

M

ST/L-MD

M

ST/L-MD

M

VST/MD

M

Bore Diameter
4.0  & 2.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

Concrete pavement (120mm nominal
thickness)
Silty SAND/GRAVEL (packing sand)

0.15

SP

Sandy CLAY (CS) orange/brown/
grey/red, medium plasticity, fine to
medium grained

1.10
Refusal to hand auger at 1.10m depth on
completely weathered siltstone rock

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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001590
Date Drilled:
9/1/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 4

Supervisor:
JH & DE

Drill Method:
Hand Auger

Drill (make/model)
Hand Augers
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Pavement

0.12

Fill

Mounting

Material Description

Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L/ST

M

ST

M

Bore Diameter
4.0  & 2.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

Concrete pavement (120mm nominal
thickness)
Silty CLAY/Silty SAND/silty
CLAY/bricks/building rubble

0.50
Refusal to hand auger at 0.50m depth
(outstand of footing > 600mm)

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590
Date Drilled:
9/1/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 5

Supervisor:
JH & DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Pavement

0.03

Fill

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Material Description

Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L/MD

M

L/MD

M

ST

M

VST

M

MD

M

MD/D

M

Asphalt pavement (30mm nominal
thickness)
Crushed rock/SAND/GRAVEL/brick
rubble/ash/slag/silty SAND

SP

Silty CLAY (CL) orange/light
brown/grey, medium plasticity,
gradational contact with underlying rock

Weathered rock

1.00

2.00

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

completely weathered siltstone rock,
grading to highly weathered siltstone
rock below approximately 2.5m depth

hydrocarbon
odours

3.00
Borehole terminated at 3.0m depth

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590
Date Drilled:
9/1/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 6

Supervisor:
JH & DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Pavement

0.03

Fill

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Material Description

Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L/MD

M

L/MD

M

ST

M

VST

M

MD

M

MD/D

M

Asphalt pavement (30mm nominal
thickness)
Crushed rock/SAND/GRAVEL/brick
rubble/ash/slag/silty SAND

1.00

2.10

Weathered rock

SP

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

Silty CLAY (CL) orange/light
brown/grey, medium plasticity,
gradational contact with underlying rock

completely weathered siltstone rock,
grading to highly weathered siltstone
rock below approximately 2.5m depth

3.00
Borehole terminated at 3.0m depth

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590
Date Drilled:
9/1/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: Testpit 1

Supervisor:
JH & DE

Method:
12 Tonne E12B
Tracked Excavator

Plant (make/model)
Tracked E12B

600mm bucket with
rock claws
Sample

Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Pavement

0.03

Fill

1.90

SP

Weathered rock

1.00

Material Description

Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L/MD

M

L/MD

M

ST

M

VST

M

MD

M

MD/D

M

Depth

Type

Remarks
(test data)

Asphalt pavement (30mm nominal
thickness)
Crushed rock/SAND/GRAVEL/brick
rubble/ash/slag/silty SAND

Silty CLAY (CL) orange/light
brown/grey, medium plasticity,
gradational contact with underlying rock

completely weathered siltstone rock,
grading to highly weathered siltstone
rock below approximately 2.5m depth

4.00
Testpit terminated at 4.0m depth (virtual
refusal)

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590
Date Drilled:
9/1/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: Testpit 2

Supervisor:
JH & DE

Method:
12 Tonne E12B
Tracked Excavator

Plant (make/model)
Tracked E12B

600mm bucket with
rock claws
Sample

Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Pavement

0.03

Fill

2.40

SP

Weathered rock

1.00

Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

Crushed rock/SAND/GRAVEL/brick
rubble/ash/slag/silty SAND, abandoned
footing, plastic

L/MD

M

L/MD

M

Silty CLAY (CL) orange/light
brown/grey, medium plasticity,
gradational contact with underlying rock

ST

M

VST

M

MD

M

MD/D

M

Material Description

Depth

Type

Remarks
(test data)

Asphalt pavement (30mm nominal
thickness)

completely weathered siltstone rock,
grading to highly weathered siltstone
rock below approximately 3.0m depth

3.80
Testpit terminated at 3.8m depth (virtual
refusal)

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL P/L

File: 001590
Date: 9/1/01

Consulting geotechnical engineers

LOCATION PLAN

Figure No. 1

Jackson Street

 8m Test Pit 1 

Adjacent building

 12m
BH5  7m
 23m
 4m BH6

Adjacent building

 20m Test Pit 2


Ramp Down (2.7m)
 BH4 BH3

Adjacent building

Existing building

Adjacent building

BH1

BH2

BH1

Fitzroy Street
Project:
No. 35-37 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda.
Scale.
Not to Scale (sketch for borehole locations).

Legend:
 Borehole
 Footing inspection
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Appendix 2— Geotechnical Site Investigations, File Number 001590/1
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Geotechnical Site Investigation Report.
Additional Work

RE: Proposed five storey hotel development at:

No. 35 - 37 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda.

File Number:

001590/1

Date:

15/8/2001

1 of 15

HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL P/L.
Consulting Geotechnical Engineers
ACN: 066 600 002

Introduction:
The reader is referred to the original site investigation report, file number 001590 and dated
January, 2001.
We were recently requested to conduct further boreholes at the above site as the building on site has
been demolished.
The further field work involved the drilling of a further 9 boreholes (boreholes 7 to 15, pages 6 to
14) and the exposure of the adjacent foundation on the left boundary of the site in three locations.
Borehole logs and borehole and test pit locations are shown on pages 6 to 15 of this report.

Site Description:
The building at the front of the site has recently been demolished. The site was still being cleared at
the time of the further investigation. It should be noted that a large concrete pad (presumed to be
the base of a previous bank volt) was located in the mid section of the lower portion of the site.

Details of adjacent footings:
The adjacent strip footing was exposed at three locations, test pits 3, 4 and 5 (see figure 4),
dimensions and founding material are shown below, depths are relative to the top of the existing
adjacent footing.
It should be noted that the existing foundation of the demolished building adjacent to the neighbors
footing had not been removed prior to the test pit excavations.
Test pits soil profile can be determined by correlation with the adjacent borehole logs, 8, 10 and 13.

Test Pit 3- Front section of the building
Type:
Continuous strip footing + underpin, adjacent footing.
Location:
see test pit 3, figure 4.
Founding depth:
unable to be determined due to existing footing in place.
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL P/L.
Consulting Geotechnical Engineers
ACN: 066 600 002

Figure 1: Test pit 3 Footing Exposure - Front corner of Adjacent Wall.

old brick wall demolished
at time of exposure

150mm

450mm

750mm

1100mm

neighbors concrete
footing

?
?

underpin
Depth of the
adjacent footing
is currently
unknown

750mm

concrete
footing
?

?

Founding material : CLAY filling material

Test Pit 4 – Mid section of the adjacent building
Continuous strip footing + underpin.
Type:
Location:
see test pit 4, figure 4.
Founding depth
below top of footing:
1400mm.
Founding Material:
founding within the natural sandy clay.
Note:
A horizontal borehole was drilled under the existing footing for the
demolished building. The adjacent footing was not intersected in this
borehole and is thus determined to be at a depth of less than 1200mm
below the top of the footing.
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL P/L.
Consulting Geotechnical Engineers
ACN: 066 600 002

Original brick wall
Wall

Figure 2: Test pit 4 Footing Exposure – Mid Section of Adjacent Wall.

300mm

brick wall

neighbors
concrete
footing

300mm

 1200mm (see note)

750mm

300mm

Concrete
underpin

Footing

pipe

Horizontal borehole
drilled here

?
Founding material : natural sandy CLAY

?
timber & plastic
(slip joint)

Founding material : natural sandy CLAY

Test Pit 5 – Rear of the adjacent building
Continuous strip footing + Underpin.
Type:
Location:
see test pit 5, figure 4.
Founding depth
below top of footing:
less than 1200mm.
Founding Material:
founding within the natural sandy clay.

Figure 3: Test pit 5 Footing Exposure – Rear Corner of Adjacent Wall.

Adjacent brick
wall

400mm

Original footing

1000mm

Underpin

Founding material : natural sandy CLAY
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL P/L.
Consulting Geotechnical Engineers
ACN: 066 600 002

The stability of all adjacent foundations must be ensured during foundation and excavation works.
After revision of the further boreholes and testpits excavated our recommendations as per the
original report remain unchanged with the exception of the an allowable skin friction for the
proposed bored piers at the front of the site as per the recommendations below. The depth to rock
for the front section of the site can be gauged from the borehole logs attached.
We were requested to review or original recommendations concerning skin friction for the proposed
bored piers for the front section of the site. As per the original report no skin friction is available
within the filling materials and the natural soils above the rock. An allowable skin friction of
100kPa should be adopted for the component of the bored piers within the natural weathered
siltstone / sandstone rock.
Construction and Maintenance as per the original report are still to apply.
Should there be any further queries this office should be contacted for further advice.

Yours Faithfully,

David Evans BE (Civil) Grad I.E. Aust.
(Geotechnical Engineer)
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590/1
Date Drilled:
9/8/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 7

Supervisor:
DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

silty CLAY/ SAND/bricks/gravel

L

M

silty CLAY (CL) medium plasticity,
brown/ orange some light grey

ST
ST

M
M

Material Description

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

0.80

Fill

1.50
M
silty CLAY/ clayey SAND, minor gravel

L/ST

completely weathered silt/sand stone
rock
grading to completely weathered to
extremely weathered below 3.00m

MD

M

MD/D

M

Weathered Rock

2.50

4.50

Borehole terminated at 4.50m

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590/1
Date Drilled:
9/8/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 8

Supervisor:
DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Fill

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L
L

M
M

silty SAND (SM) medium grained,
brown

L

M/W

silty CLAY (CL) medium plasticity,
brown/ orange some light grey
increasing in sand content with depth

ST

M

ST

M

ST
ST/VST

M
M

completely weathered sand/siltstone rock

MD
MD

M
M

extremely weathered to highly weathered
siltstone/ sandstone rock

D

M

Material Description

silty CLAY/ SAND/bricks/gravel

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

0.80

1.10
SP

1.90
sandy CLAY (CL) medium plasticity,
grey/orange, coarse grained
3.20

silty CLAY (CL) medium plasticity,
orange/brown grading to completely
weathered silt/sandstone rock

5.80

7.50

Weathered
Rock

5.00

Borehole terminated at 7.50m

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590/1
Date Drilled:
9/8/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 9

Supervisor:
DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L

M

L

M

ST

M

silty CLAY/ clayey SAND, minor gravel

F/ST

M

completely weathered silt/sandstone rock

MD

M

D

M

Material Description

Fill

silty CLAY/ SAND/bricks/gravel

Fill

silty SAND (SM) medium grained,
brown

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

0.60

0.90
silty CLAY (CH) medium plasticity,
brown/ orange some light grey
1.80

4.00

Weathered Rock

3.10

highly weathered sandstone/ siltstone
rock

5.10
Borehole terminated at 5.10m

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590/1
Date Drilled:
9/8/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 10

Supervisor:
DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

silty CLAY/ SAND/bricks/gravel

L

M

silty CLAY (CL) medium plasticity,
orange/brown increasing in SAND
content

ST
ST

M
M

silty CLAY (CL) medium plasticity
grey/light grey, light brown

F/ST

M

silty CLAY (CL) medium plasticity
grey/light grey, light brown grading to
completely weathered siltstone rock

ST

M

completely weathered to extremely
weathered silt/sandstone rock

MD

M

Material Description

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

Fill
0.40

1.60

SP
2.00

Weathered
Rock

3.00

4.50

Borehole terminated at 4.50

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590/1
Date Drilled:
9/8/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 11

Supervisor:
DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Fill

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

silty CLAY/ SAND/bricks/gravel

L

M

silty CLAY medium plasticity, dark
brown/ orange/brown
numerous sand lenses

ST

M

ST

M

F

VM

ST/VST

M

MD/D

M

Material Description

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

0.10

SP
1.60

silty CLAY/weathered rock

Weathered
Rock

2.00

completely weathered sandstone rock

3.00
Borehole terminated at 3.00m

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590/1
Date Drilled:
9/8/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 12

Supervisor:
DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

silty CLAY/ SAND/bricks/gravel

L

M

silty SAND (SM) medium grained,
brown

L

M

silty CLAY medium plasticity, dark
brown/ orange/brown
some sand and gravel
increasing in sand content

ST

M

ST

M

gravelly and sandy CLAY (CL) medium
plasticity, orange/red/brown coarse
grained

ST/VST

M

silty CLAY/weathered rock

ST/VST

M

MD

M

D

M

Material Description

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

Fill
0.40

0.60

1.50
SP

3.00

4.50

Weathered
Rock

3.80

completely weathered silt/sandstone rock

highly weathered sandstone/ siltstone
rock
5.00
Borehole terminated at 5.00m
Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590/1
Date Drilled:
9/8/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 13

Supervisor:
DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Fill

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Material Description

Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L

M

ST/VST
ST/VST

M
M

L-MD

W

ST

M

VST/MD

M

D

M

silty CLAY/ SAND/bricks/gravel

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

0.40

sandy CLAY (CL) medium plasticity,
grey, some orange, coarse grained

2.50
sandy gravel, brown
2.60

SP
very silty CLAY (CL) medium plasticity,
light grey grading to completely
weathered sandstone/ siltstone rock

3.20

4.20

Weathered
Rock

completely weathered silt/sandstone
rock, some silty CLAY layers

highly weathered sandstone rock

4.40

Refusal at 4.40m

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590/1
Date Drilled:
9/8/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 14

Supervisor:
DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Material Description

Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L

M

Fill

silty CLAY/ SAND/bricks/gravel

SP

sandy CLAY (CL) medium plasticity,
grey, some orange, coarse grained

ST
ST/VST

M
M

completely weathered silt/sandstone
rock, some silty CLAY layers

MD

M

D

M

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

0.60

3.10

Weathered
Rock

2.00

highly weathered sandstone rock

4.00

Refusal at 4.00m on weathered rock

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL PTY LTD.
Geotechnical Engineers

FILE No.
001590/1
Date Drilled:
9/8/01

PO BOX 20011 Kew 3101

ENGINEERING LOG: BOREHOLE 15

Supervisor:
DE

Drill Method:
Solid Flight
Auger

Drill (make/model)
ATS 2
Depth

R.L.
[m]

Material
Type

Fill

Mounting
Toyota Landcruiser
Consistency/
Density

Ground
Water/
Moisture

L

M

ST
ST/VST

M
M

completely weathered silt/sandstone
rock, some silty CLAY layers

ST

M

completely weathered silt/sandstone
rock, some silty CLAY layers

MD

M

D

M

Material Description

silty CLAY/ SAND/bricks/gravel

Bore Diameter
3.5 
Sample
Depth
Type
Remarks
(test data)

0.20
sandy CLAY (CL) medium plasticity,
grey, some orange, coarse grained
SP
1.60

3.30

Weathered
Rock

2.40

highly weathered sandstone rock

4.50
Borehole terminated at 4.50m

Sample Type
U
Undisturbed Sample
D
Disturbed Sample
SPT *SPT Sample
U50 Tube Sample
U63 Tube Sample

Moisture Condition
D
dry
M
moist
W
wet
 SWL Standing Water
Level

Seepage entering

Consistency
VS very soft
S
soft
F
firm
St
stiff
VSt very stiff
H
hard
Fb friable

Relative Density
VL very loose
L
loose
MD moderately dense
D
dense
VD very dense

Testing
PP
Pocket Penetrometer
VSh Vane Shear
DCP Dynamic Cone
Penetrometer
SPT
Standard Penetrometer Test
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File: 001590/1
Date: 09/08/01

Consulting geotechnical engineers

LOCATION PLAN

Figure No. 4

Fitzroy Street

3m
3mBH 7

2m
6mBH 9

2m
TP 3 
BH 83m

Adjacent building

Adjacent building
14m
2.5mBH 12

14m
8mBH 11

13m TP 4
BH 102m

TP 5

2mBH 15
2m

BH 133m
2m
BH 146m
1/2m


access ramp

Jackson Street

Project:
No. 35-37 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda.
Scale.
Not to Scale (sketch for borehole locations).

Legend:
 Borehole
 Footing inspection
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Appendix 3— Geotechnical Site Inspection 2002

Archaeology At Tardis heritage advisors

65

File Number: 001590/7
Date:

14/03/02

RE: No. 35 – 37 Fitzroy Street, St Kilda.
A site inspection was conducted at the above site on the March 13th, 2002 at
approximately 3.00pm.
At the time of the inspection excavation had commenced along the left boundary
of the site. The vertical excavation had been conducted along the outer edge of
the soldier piles along the left boundary and extended to a maximum depth of
~2.0m. The steel soldier piles were incased in cemented sand and extended to
depths of approximately 5.0m, ~3m beneath the base of the existing excavation.
The spacing of the piles was at 1.80m centers. Tie back anchors had been
installed approximately 1.50m from the top of the soldiers but had not been
tensioned at the time of the inspection. No shotcrete or similar had been installed.
We were requested to view the existing vertical excavation to assess its stability
(particularly in relation to the stability of the adjacent footing which is off-set
1.5m from the excavation face) as the existing cut is to remain open until at least
Monday the 18th due to construction related issues (asbestos needs to be removed
off site).
We recommend that Adams Consulting Engineers are contacted to assess the
structural integrity of the existing soldier piles. If the piles are unable to cantilever
the anchors may need to be tensioned.
Provided that the structural integrity of the existing soldier piles is okay, then we
recommend that the existing excavation can remain open for a maximum of 1
week (until the 20th of March). Some minor collapse of the filling and natural
soils may occur between the piers, particularly where the old service trench is
located and should only occur after a period of heavy rain. This collapse may
effect the existing concrete pavement in the adjacent site (which is to be replaced
in any case) and will not effect the stability of the adjacent footing. Natural
arching of the soil behind the piers results in an area of instability between the
piles of approximately 1.0m from the excavation face, and therefore will not
encroach on the adjacent footing.
As the existing excavation is to remain open, for a maximum period of 1 week, some drying of the
foundation zone clays of the adjacent footing may occur. We therefore recommend that the
excavation face is sealed with shotcrete as soon as possible to minimise the effects of drying out.
The existing excavation face should be monitored for any movement. Should any movements be
realised this office should be contacted and dirt may be required to be placed against the existing
excavation face.

HARDROCK GEOTECHNICAL P/L.
Consulting Geotechnical Engineers
ACN: 066 600 002

Should there be any further queries please contact this office for further advice.

Yours Faithfully,

Trevor Ackland B.E. (Geo) .M.I.EAust.
(Geotechnical Engineer)
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Photo 1: Existing site cut 13th of March, 2002. Piles spaced at 1.80m, maximum depth of cut
~2.0m.
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